MASTER THE MICROSOFT CLOUD
LEARN MICROSOFT AZURE, MICROSOFT 365 AND MORE HANDS-ON!
Each subscription includes unlimited access to hundreds of hands-on labs, on-demand and live training sessions, including live subscription access to Microsoft Azure and Microsoft 365.

- **INDIVIDUAL**
  For those who are on a technical journey of self-improvement
  TRY FREE FOR 10 DAYS

- **TEAMS**
  Ideal for organizations that need reskilling plus team management and reporting
  TRY FOR FREE

- **ENTERPRISE**
  Ideal for organizations that require single-sign on and API access
  LEARN MORE

HANDS-ON LEARNING
Microsoft Azure & 365
Forge your way in today’s competitive IT marketplace on your own terms.
Upgrade your Microsoft Azure and Microsoft 365 skills on your time, your way with on-demand, hands-on labs and live training.

- Start Free Trial
- Request a Demo
- Learn More

ON-DEMAND
Learn at your own pace, anytime, day or night with instant access to bleeding-edge training on Microsoft Azure and Microsoft 365, the most sought after IT skills through online lectures and hands-on labs.

LEARN MORE

REAL-TIME LABS
Like to learn by doing? Get your hands “virtually” dirty and dig in with Skill Me UP Real Time Labs. Our labs give you live access to real Azure and Microsoft 365 subscriptions, deployed at your command within virtual machines to give you true hands-on access to the tools and technology that you are focused on learning.

LEARN MORE

LIVE TRAINING
Experience live, virtual-led training from the industry recognized experts with the benefits of a flexible schedule.
Learn the hottest technologies on Microsoft Teams, Azure, Power BI, PowerShell, .NET and MUCH MORE. Ask questions, get input from other students, and enjoy certification classes, exam cram, and Ask the Expert Q and A experiences all as part of your Skill Me UP subscription.

LEARN MORE
ON-DEMAND FEATURES

- 100’s of on-demand courses built by industry-recognized experts
- Role-based training designed for Architects, Developers, IT Professionals, Security Experts, Business Professionals, and DevOps Engineers
- Master cloud computing including Azure and Microsoft 365 as well as core skills such as Java, Networking, .NET Programming and More.
- Per module course assessments prove your skills and improve retention
- Certification prep, introductory and deep-dive topics

LIVE FEATURES

- Exclusive live technical sessions delivered by industry recognized experts
- Live training courses and exam prep sessions
- Self-service enrollment; register for a session at any time
- Short sessions scheduled for flexibility
- Complete associated labs on-demand at your pace
- Certification prep, introductory and deep-dive topics
- Learn Microsoft Azure, Microsoft 365 and MUCH more from live experts!
- Join the Skill Me UP Community and learn with others

REAL-TIME LABS

HANDS-ON LEARNING

- 100’s of labs with live environments for hands-on learning
- No simulators! Learn using the same tools you use in the real world
- Use our subscriptions for cloud training to simplify your management overhead
- Simplify your training and save on purchasing additional hardware
- Learn anything from Microsoft Azure, .NET Development or PowerShell with expert step-by-step tutorials

We specialize in Azure and Microsoft 365
You could say we helped to write the book on it

Seriously! Our experts build, partner and deliver training to and behalf of Microsoft for their Cloud Products.

Our authors and trainers are some of the top and most well known in the industry. Check out our authors HERE

We have Microsoft Cloud courses for every role: Security, Data Professional, IT Professional, Developer, DevOps and core foundational training on operating systems, security, networking, software development and much more.